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Introduction. In this paper several properties of absolutely pure

modules are given. It is shown that absolutely pure and injective are

equivalent properties for modules over Dedekind rings. However, it is

proved that absolutely pure and injective are not equivalent proper-

ties for modules over rings which are not Noetherian. That every

module has a maximal absolutely pure submodule is also established.

A sufficient condition for the uniqueness of a maximal absolutely

pure submodule is also given.

This paper constitutes a portion of the author's doctoral disserta-

tion written at the University of South Carolina where he held a

Cooperative Graduate Fellowship. The writer is indebted to Professor

Edgar Enochs who suggested this topic and directed its development

while providing sufficient inspiration and assistance and, most of all,

exhibiting infinite patience.

In this paper all rings will have a unit and all modules will be

unitary. A will always denote a ring. We agree that if E' is a submodule

of E and v. E'—>E is the canonical injection then the map 1 ®v: F®E'

—>P<8>£ will be called the canonical map where 1: F-^F is the identity

map of P. If the canonical map is an injection for all P, then E' is

said to be a pure submodule of P. Observe that if E' is a pure sub-

module of E then aEC\E' =aE' for all nonzero aEA by examining

the diagram

0 -* A/Aa <g> E' -+ A/Aa ® E -> A/Aa <g> E/E' —► 0

where all of the maps are canonical. Immediately, a pure submodule

of a divisible module (over an integral domain) is divisible. Hence this

definition of purity generalizes the older notion. It can be shown the

two properties are equivalent for modules over principal ideal do-

mains.

An A -module E is said to be absolutely pure if £ is a pure submodule

of every module which contains E as a submodule. For brevity, "F

contains E" will always mean "P contains E as a submodule."

The first result is a generalization of Lemma 2 in [4, p. 15].

Lemma 1. Suppose E, Fand G are left A-modules such that EEFEG.

If E is pure in G and F/E is pure in G/E then F is pure in G.
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Proof. Let 77 be any right A -module and chase the following com-

mutative diagram (where all of the maps are the obvious ones).

H ® E-> H ® F-> H ® {F/E)

I      I      !
H ® £-> H ® G-> H ® (G/£)

Using Lemma 1 we conclude that if £' and E" are absolutely pure

left ,4-modules and 0->£'->£->£"->0 is an extension of £' by E"

then £ is an absolutely pure left A -module. Therefore the direct sum

of a finite number of absolutely pure left A -modules is an absolutely

pure left A -module.

Lemma 2. If £' is a direct summand of a left A-module E then £' is

a pure submodule of E.

Proof. Immediate.

Lemma 3. If E is an infective left A-module then E is an absolutely

pure left A-module.

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.

An immediate result of Lemma 3 and the observation following the

definition of a pure submodule is that a torsion-free module £ over

an integral domain A is divisible if and only if E is absolutely pure.

The following theorem can now be established.

Theorem 1. If E is a module over a Dedekind domain A then the

following statements are equivalent:

(a) £ is absolutely pure.

(b) £ is infective.

(c) £ is divisible.

Proof. Follows from [3, p. 134].

Lemma 4. If £' is a pure submodule of an absolutely pure left A-

module E then £' is an absolutely pure left A-module.

Proof. Let £ be any left A -module containing £'. Form the direct

sum, £©£, of £ and £ and let D denote the submodule of £©£

generated by all elements of the form (x, ~x) where x is in £'. Write

{F®E)/D = G. Then by suitable identifications E'CFCG and

£' ££ £G. Now £' is a pure submodule of G for £' is pure in £ and

£ is pure in G. Thus for any right A -module H the canonical map

H®E'-^H®G is an injection. However H®E'-*H®G is the com-
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position of the canonical maps H®E'—>H®F and 77® P—>77®G.

Hence H®E'—>77® P is an injection so E' is pure in P.

So, by virtue of Lemmas 3 and 4, to prove a module is absolutely

pure it suffices to prove it is pure in its injective envelope. Also, any

direct summand of an absolutely pure module is absolutely pure.

Theorem 2. If (Ea, /«„) is an inductive system of absolutely pure left

A-modules and every f$a is an injection then the inductive limit, Jim Ea

is an absolutely pure left A-module.

Proof. The canonical maps/p: P#—>Jim Ea are injections. If P is

a left A -module containing Jim Ea and fa- Jim Ea—»P is a map such

that <p agrees with fa on Ep where fa: E$—>F is an injection for every

B then </> is an injection. Now, let 77 be any right ^4-module. It is

known [2, Corollary 3 to Proposition 12, p. 146] that 77® JimP„

is isomorphic to Jim(77®Pa) and using this isomorphism we have

the commutative diagram ®

77 ® £fl^--77 ® lim P„ ^ Jim (77 ® Ea)

X77 ® F

where all of the maps are canonical. So by the second statement

l//®</> is an injection because In®fa is an injection for every B.

Corollary. Let (P *),<=/ be a family of left A-modules and ©,-er P.-

be their direct sum. Then © ,e/ Ei is absolutely pure if and only if £,■

is absolutely pure for each i in I.

Thus we see that although injective and absolutely pure are equiv-

alent properties for modules over Dedekind rings they are not equiv-

alent over rings which are not Noetherian. This follows for 77. Bass

[l] has shown that Noetherian rings are characterized by the direct

sum of an infinite family of modules being injective if and only if each

module of the family is injective.

Example. Let P,- denote a field for each i in 7 where 7 is an infinite

set. Let P=©,erPv and A = H.er F{. Consider P and A as A-

modules. B is absolutely pure but P is not injective.

Example. Let ^4, = Z/4Z for iEN and A = YJ_ieN A{. Let B be
those elements of A of finite support, i.e., P = ©,e,v^4,-. Let C be

those elements aEA such that pr,(a) =0 or pr,(a) =2 for almost all

iEN where pr,-: A—>Ai is the canonical projection. Clearly A, B and

C can be considered as A -modules in a natural fashion.

It can be shown that B is an absolutely pure ^4-module and that
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B is essential in A hence essential in C for B (ZCC1A. However it can

also be shown that C is not absolutely pure. Thus we have an exam-

ple of an absolutely pure module B which is contained essentially in

a module C where C is not an absolutely pure module.

Also B is not injective for B is contained essentially in a module C

where C^B. So we also have an example of an absolutely pure mod-

ule which is not injective.

It also turns out that B is flat so a module being flat and absolutely

pure does not always imply that the module is injective.

Given a left A -module £, consider the set ® of all submodules of £

that are absolutely pure modules. Observe that © is not empty, for

the zero module belongs to @. Partially order © by inclusion. If Q

is a chain in @ then £ = Us'eE £' is an absolutely pure left .4-module

by Theorem 2.

Now by applying Zorn's Lemma we know that every module has a

maximal absolutely pure submodule. Of course this result presents

the question of whether such a maximal submodule is unique. It

follows easily that if A is a ring such that every quotient module of

an absolutely pure left ^4-module is absolutely pure then each left

/1-module has a unique maximal absolutely pure submodule.
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